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LOCATION- The property described herein comprises four

unpatented mining claims located in Bernhardt 

and Maisonville Townships, Larder Lake Mining 

Division, District of Timiskaming, Ont. The 

claims are numbered as follows: L-739257* 

L-739258, L-739259, L-739260 and were recorded 

March 2?th, 1984. The property is situated 

approximately 8 miles northwest of the Town 

of Kirkland Lake, Ont. The four claims are part 

of a larger group of 24 claims extending north 

westerly and southeasterly from the group of 

four and are owned by Premier Explorations Inc.

ACCESS- Access to the property is by way of the Trans

Canada Highway (Highway 11), 14 miles north to 

the turn off at Bourkes from Kenogami Lake which 

is 10 miles west of Kirkland Lake, Ontario. From 

Bourkes Station on the Ontario Northland Railway 

one travels an all weather gravel road easterly 

for approximately three miles, from which point 

an old wagon road trends southeasterly for one 

and a half miles to the Kinika shaft. The wagon 

road is suitable only for "swamp buggy" type 

vehicles, but the road could be made passable by 

trucks for about $lO,000.00.

TOPOGRAPHY 8c VEGETATION- The property is characterized by relief

consisting of rolling hills and rock knobs 

separated by marshy ravines and bogs. "Blue 

Mountain" (Elevation 1500 ft.) is a prominent
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hill in the area and lies to the southeast of the 

property. The high ground is well forested with 

second growth black spruce, jackpine and balsam, 

The low ground is generally thickets of tag alder 

and black spruce. Water is available in quantity 

from both the Little Black River and Webash Lake. 

HISTORY- The original work on the property predates 1922

when an evaluation report was written by J. H. 

Rattray, Mining Engineer. Rattray's report 

indicates the presence of a number of veins and 

mineralized zones, several of which have good 

widths and carry appreciable gold values. The 

"Cabin Vein" was singled out as having some chance 

as values as high as 0.41 oz./ton Au were en 

countered by channel sampling. A number of other 

good values were indicated in the "Cabin Vein", 

but the vein had been opened up by only a few 

pits at that time.

In 1924 Ontario Gold Veins, Limited sank a small 

shaft to fifty-five feet on the "Cabin Vein" and 

drove a crosscut out forty-five feet on the 50 

foot level. Fourteen samples were taken at that 

time from the crosscut with the highest value 

being 0.30 oz./ton Au.

In 193? R- F- Taylor, Mining Engineer, re-examined 

the shaft area for Kinika Gold Mines Limited. He 

decided to dewater the shaft and carefully 

channel sample the crosscut. He describes the 

mineralized zone ("Cabin Vein") at the end of the
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crosscut as a silicified, brecciated zone with 

some quartz and considerable pyrite mineralization, 

but there is no definite well defined contact. 

He suggested that the zone may lie on the contact 

between two lava flows which has been silicified 

by secondary infiltrated quartz. Channel samples 

cut from both walls of the crosscut across the 

fifteen foot wide zone returned a variety of gold 

values as high as 86 oz./ton Au. One sample 

contained a considerable quantity of coarse visible 

gold so it was rejected and new samples were cut 

above and below it to more accurately determine 

the true grade. Taylor concluded that the gold 

mineralization was very irregular and probably 

present as native gold as opposed to auriferous 

pyrite. A plan of this sampling was prepared by 

David Bell for Cedar Ridge Explorations in November 

1980. With the high values cut to 1.00 oz./ton Au 

Bell calculated the zone would average 0.16 oz./ton 

Au across fifteen feet. No further work is recorded 

on the property until 19?2 when Ajax Minerals 

Limited carried out limited overburden trenching 

close to the Kinika shaft. It is not known if 

any samples were even taken during this work. 

In 1974 Consolidated Beaumont Resources Limited 

carried out a magnetic survey in the vicinity of

the shaft area and outlined a magnetic high with
ii

which the "Cabin Vein" zone is associated. Sub-
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sequently, Beaumont carried out 2,860 feet of 

diamond drilling in 8 holes around the shaft 

area. Most of the holes returned gold values 

in the "Cabin Vein" zone, but the results appear 

erratic, much the same as the 193? sampling dis 

closed. The zone was indicated by drilling for 

at least 250 feet in length and is open at both 

ends.

In 1979 the property was restaked by Don McKinnon 

of Timmins who sold it to Cedar Ridge Explorations 

Limited. Cedar Ridge carried out magnetic and 

VLF-EM surveys on a grid with 200 foot line 

spacings. Survey results disclosed a number of 

magnetic anomalies with associated conductive 

zones. The shaft zone appears to be geophysically 

defined for at least 1,500 feet in length and a 

series of paralic l zones to the shaft zone were 

encountered. A number of other conductive zones 

with associated magnetic anomalies occur across 

the property. Geological mapping and bulk sampling 

along with bull-dozer stripping were recommended, 

but only bull-dozer stripping in various areas 

was carried out. It is not known if any sampling 

was done after the stripping, but no rock work 

appears to have been done and Cedar Ridge went 

broke. It is no longer a reporting issuer and all 

work stopped in late 1981. Subsequently, the 

property was restaked for this writer when it
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reverted to the Crown in March 1984.

GEOLOGY- The regional geology of the area was mapped by

Howard Lovell and Ray Rupert and is reported on 

in G.R. 84, Ontario Department of Mines (1970). 

The property lies within the Abitibi greenstone 

belt and is 8 miles north and west of the Kirkland 

Lake gold camp. The property is underlain by 

sheared and foliated light to dark weathered 

intermediate to mafic metavolcanics. Structurally, 

the metavolcanics have been folded on end, trending 

northwest. The north half of the property appears 

t o be a folded limb dipping and facing northeast 

?00 to 800 , with the south half a southwest 

dipping and facing portion of a . possible anti 

cline. Dave Bell's examination of the Kinika 

shaft area indicates that extensive shearing has 

occurred coincidental to the individual volcanic 

flow tops, and common with these shear zones are 

numerous irregular gash quartz veins in silicified, 

mineralized, somewhat carbonatized flow tops. It 

appears that the gold occurs as fine grained native 

gold in quartz filled fractures generally confined 

within the mineralized flow tops between mafic 

and intermediate metavolcanics. It should be 

noted that the gold zones found to date on the 

property occur close to the top of the Kinojevis 

group of rocks near the contact with the Blake 

River group of rocks, a similar environment to 

the Doyon and Bousquet mines in the Cadillac
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area of Quebec. 

MAGNETIC SURVEY- Two previous magnetic surveys have been completed

over the property using Fluxgate-type magnetometers. 

The survey done by Cedar Ridge in 1981 on 200 foot 

line spacings with 100 foot readings was contoured 

at 200 gamma intervals and shows little magnetic 

definition. The Consolidated Beaumont survey in 

19?4 was also done on a 200 foot grid with 100 foot 

readings, but was contoured at 500 gamma intervals. 

This survey mentions that just east of the Kinika 

shaft the magnetic zone turns southeast parallel to 

a magnetic low zone to the northeast, inferring a 

north-northwester]y cross fault. A magnetic low 

400 to 500 feet south was also mentioned. S. S. 

Szetu, author of the report recommended re-doing 

the magnetic survey using a proton-precession type 

magnetometer. On this basis the writer decided to 

do a reconnaissance magnetic survey using a proton 

magnetometer to compare results. 

A Geometrics G 816/826 proton precession magneto 

meter was used to conduct a magnetic survey over 

the property on February 23rd and 24th, 1985. This 

instrument measures the earth's magnetic field to 

within one gamma with a digital read-out. Survey 

procedure involved the compass and chain method. 

Ron Crichton was compass man and lead on the chain.

We started at the #4 corner of claim L-739258 andti
read the claim line south as we chained. At the
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#3 corner of the claim we chained east 400 feet and 

compassed, chained and read northerly to the north 

boundary of claim L-739257. Then we chained west 

to the #4 corner of claim L-739257 and read and' 

chained the claim line south to our starting point 

for a check reading. Then we chained east along 

the common line between the two claims for 800 

feet and went over the same loop procedure? ie, 

south one claim, east 400 feet, north two claims, 

west 400 feet and south one claim to the common 

claim line arbitrarily established as a baseline. 

Check readings were taken at each starting point} 

ie, O, 800E, 1600E and 2400E, but little drift 

was evident so no corrections were necessary. The 

values obtained by the survey have been plotted 

on a map scaled at one inch equalling 200 feet 

and contours drawn at 100 gamma intervals. A base of 

58,000 gammas must be added to all map values 

to register the total magnetic field. 

The survey was successful and confirmed S. S. 

Szetu's recommendations. The proton magnetometer 

gives much better magnetic definition than the 

fluxgate-type even though my line spacings were 

400 feet apart. Szetu's southeast turn in the 

magnetic high just east of the shaft is evident, 

but not as pronounced as he thought it was from 

his results. The magnetic low he mentions south 

of the shaft is more westerly on my survey. More 

over, numerous magnetic highs are better expressed
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by the proton magnetometer survey and the regional 

trend of the geology is defined much better.

REGOMMENDATIONS- From the limited proton magnetic survey covered

by this report it is quite evident that the two 

previous fluxgate surveys outlined only the barest 

of magnetic definition. Therefore, it is this 

writer's opinion that a detailed proton magnetometer 

survey should be conducted over the 24 claims 

owned by Premier Explorations Inc. Line spacings 

should be 200 feet apart and readings taken every 

50 feet. A survey of this nature should give good 

definition of the underlying' geology, an important 

factor to the development of the known gold zones 

on the property.

Respectfully Submitted by s

Carl P. Forbes 

May 5th, 1985.
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Mining Recorder 
Ministry of Natural Resources 
4 Government Road East 
Kirkland Lake, Ontario 
P2N 1A2

Dear Sir:

We received reports and maps on May 13, 1985* for a 
Geophysical (Magnetometer) Survey submitted under 
Special Provisions (credit for Performance and 
Coverage) and Data for Assaying on Mining Claims 
L 739257, et al, 1n the Townships of Bernhardt A 
Malsoontllte.

This material will be examined and assessed and 
a statement of assessment work credits will be 
Issued.

We do not have a copy of the report of work which 
1s normally filed with your office prior to the 
submission of this technical data. Please forward 
a copy as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely,

S.E. Yundt
Director
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block, Room 6643 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3 
Phone:(416)965-4888

A. Barr:mc

cc: Premier Explorations Ltd 
#33
Premier Avenue West 
Kirkland Lake, Ontario 
P2N 1W9
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